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The purpose of this brief document is to try and offer a few tips/ reminders/ quick wins for classroom-based staff. We hope it 
proves useful. If you successfully use one of these ideas or have an idea of your own that could be used effectively in other 

subjects, let us know so we can share them widely – SCO, AJM and the TDC Team (Rach and Ben) 
 

In this edition of Principles in Practice, to mark Reading Week, we look at reading strategies and the importance of fluency. 
We have also shared links to useful articles on this topic and on the importance of ratio (Lemov 17).  

 
Science – Student awareness and perspectives of reading strategies (Mark Yallop) 

A Y8 class was exposed to Quigley Jigsaw pieces for a Do Now activity over a two-month period. Student 
awareness and perspectives were then explored during student voice on a voluntary basis.  

Student Awareness – Student voice demonstrated that during the relatively short time frame, the study 
contributed to students’ metacognitive awareness of reading strategies. It is well documented that 
awareness of reading strategies significantly predicts comprehension [1]. This infers positive 

confirmation of using Quigley Jigsaw pieces in Science. 

Student Perspectives - The responses from students as to why a focus on developing reading skills was useful resulted in 
students reporting that they understood the importance of future use of reading strategies but also that they did find reading 
challenging texts quite difficult. Students articulated that being able to use reading strategies would lead to increased test 
scores and benefits in future employment. The second theme mentioned was the difficulties of completing classroom reading 
strategy activities during the study. Many students reported that the activities were either too hard or 
confusing.  

Key learning - When implementing reading strategies in the classroom, the selection of text will be a 
critical factor in its success. Jigsaw pieces should not be exclusively used on the most challenging texts 
but should be introduced in lessons at opportune moments where students can build confidence on 
how to use them. By using Quigley jigsaw pieces on relatively simple texts, we can ensure the Rosenshine 
principle of a high success rate is achieved.  

[1] Fitrisia et al., 2015; Sheikh et al., 2019; Van Ammel et al., 2021 
 
Maths – reading strategies to aid fluency and comprehension 
Jack Campbell has shared an article on reading strategies from early reading that could be useful to us as 
secondary teachers. Of particular interest are the sections on teaching phonics and why reading aloud may 
be more useful for imprving literacy of dysfluent readers than reading silently. There is also a really 
interesting section on why students being able to read 90 words correctly per minute (look out for that stat in 
a Sarah Compai quiz soon!) is vital before comprehension can take place, which ties in nicely with the maths 
faculty’s 13th jigsaw piece and highlights the importance of regular reading practice. 

 
MFL – ideas for developing fluency 
In a recent PL activity delivered by Gianfranco Conti at DHFS, we picked up several ideas and strategies for developing fluency in 
our students, some of which have potential for use in other subjects. Delayed Translation is an activity in which the teacher 
reads out a sentence either in English or the target language and then asks students to wait for 10 seconds (or a time chosen by 
the teacher) or so before writing the translation into their books. This means that students are thinking about what they have 

heard, holding it in their minds and mentally repeating it to themselves 
before they can put pen to paper. This could work in other subject areas 
as a delayed dictation and could maybe even work as a ‘delayed problem 
solve’ where the teacher reads a problem or equation and asks students 
to wait for a nominal time before writing the solution. Tick Me Quick is a 
paired activity in which the teacher reads out a word or phrase in one 
language and students race to find and tick the translation in a grid (see 
picture). This has obvious potential applications in other subjects – we 
could replace translations with word and definitions, dates and events, 
chemical formulae or atomic numbers and elements and compounds, 
maths problems and solutions, for example.  
 

  

Reading 

aloud 

https://nutsaboutteaching.wordpress.com/2021/03/08/ramble16-what-should-every-secondary-school-teacher-should-know-about-early-reading/
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 Revision strategies (GHU & BSW) 
In response to his students finding 
getting started with revision Gavin 
created a lesson, which he shared with 
his year 11 classes, on some of the 
theory on how to revise and some useful 
strategies for doing so. Please see below on this page for a PDF 
version of this lesson. Much of it is English specific, but the slide 
included here on the Leitner Method shows a really powerful 
way of instilling Rosenshine 10 (Daily/Weekly/Monthly review) 
into student revision habits. There are other strategies that 
have cross-curricular potential in the full lesson, so please have 
a browse and share with your exam classes if you think it would 
help them. Thank you for sharing, Gavin!  

Another useful tip that Ben often shares with his students is the Zeignarik Effect, whereby the interruption of a task can lead to 
it being remembered in more detail. This highlights the usefulness of taking breaks, interleaving learning and, in many cases 
where students are reluctant revisers, simply starting some revision. 
 

 
Interesting reading 
We have collated below links to interesting articles to supplement the strategies shared above. 
 
10 Creative Ways To Teach Vocabulary  
In some research for a recent coaching partnership, BSW came across this article by Alex Quigley on, you’ve guessed it, creative 
ways to teach new vocabulary to students. These include: Connect 4, which could be used as a starter task to encourage 
students to make links between key vocabulary items in any subject; and Simple<>Sophisticated, a modelling strategy that 
allows teachers can quickly and repeatedly model more ambitious or more appropriate word choices, in both verbal responses 
and in their writing. 
 
Does reading fluency really matter? 
Shared by PiP super contributor JCA, this is Quigley again on why reading fluency may matter more to older students than we 
realise. He acknowledges that reading aloud is a skill on which many secondary teachers don’t tend to focus, assuming that it has 
been well developed during primary education. He goes on to state that it is a vital skill that many students struggle with well into 
their secondary education and that it, therefore, deserves more of our attention. 
 
Ratio and Ratio: the Markscheme (not a straight-to-video sequel) 
This article and its follow up, by Adam Boxer, examine the issue of ratio (Lemov 17 - the principle of making sure as many 
students thinking as hard as possible at any one time) in secondary classrooms. It offers examples and strategies, bringing in 
several other Lemov techniques, for improving this in our classrooms. Particularly interesting is the part about how poor 
behaviour is pernicious in that it will, especially when it requires the teacher to interrupt questioning and thinking, ruin the 
participation ratio. There is a suggestion for how to deal with this in a way that doesn’t, though.  
 

Ben Swales, Rachael Benson & Sarah Compai– Teacher Development Coaches 
 

 t  as been we   researc ed t at regu ar   reviewing  earning frees u 
wor ing memor  and en ances       .  ombining  as  cards wit 
t e                wi    e    ou review  our  earning.

    cards start in  o   .

  o   ne is reviewed      .

  o   wo ever   nd da .

  o    ree ever   rd da .

  o   our is reviewed       .

  o   ive is reviewed        .

 ac   me a card is answered correct   it moves to t e ne t bo .

 n  card t at is answered incorrect   moves bac  to  o   ne.

Strategy     aily, Weekly,  onthly  eview.

https://www.psychologistworld.com/memory/zeigarnik-effect-interruptions-memory
https://www.theconfidentteacher.com/2022/11/10-creative-ways-to-teach-new-vocabulary/
https://www.tes.com/magazine/teaching-learning/secondary/does-reading-fluency-really-matter
https://achemicalorthodoxy.wordpress.com/2020/02/09/ratio/
https://achemicalorthodoxy.wordpress.com/2020/02/26/ratio-the-mark-scheme/

